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The New Conquest. Grip It And Rip It!

Introducing the New Conquest Glove from HEAD!

The next time you're hitting a 150 MPH serve, ask yourself: "Do you feel like you have a solid grip on your racquet?"

If the answer is somewhere close to yes you're not getting what you need from your current racquetball glove.

A superior grip means more than just holding on to your racquet; it means having a mastery over it. The confidence of controlling not only your racquet but the ball and eventually your game! Check out this incredible series of high performance racquetball gloves from HEAD and experience the true definition of grip.
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A Sign of the Times

Fans lined up in Las Vegas for an opportunity to meet and get an autographed poster from the man whose name has become synonymous with winning racquetball. Now the most recognizable face in the sport, Cliff Swain can remember a time when fans of pro racquetball hardly knew one player from another. Today, Swain’s constant accessibility to the fans and his total domination of the sport have not only kept him in the public eye, but drawn considerable attention to the sport as well.

When is Lorraine Galloway not Lorraine Galloway?

When she’s Anita Maldonado, that’s when. The identifying names got all scrambled like a cheap diner’s eggs in the last issue. The WIRT’s Maldonado was identified once, no, wait, twice as Lorraine Galloway (Short Serves and contents page).

On a related note, Doreen Fowler has not taken on the pseudonym of Darlene to anyone but our caption writers, unless of course she wants to be called Lorraine Galloway...oh, never mind

Author Tour?

When you stop in at the newsstand to pick up the next KILLSHOT, take a look among the books for Woody Clouse’s “Winning Racquetball”. The IRT’s Clouse co-authored the book with Ed Taylor for Human Kinetics Publishers. The text is informative and comprehensive, and many of your favorite photos from past years of KILLSHOT adorn the pages.

Just a Fringe Benefit?

When the leaders at Penn realized that some of their employees might not be familiar with the sport of racquetball (for which they produce 76% of all balls) they immediately brought in top pro Mike Ray to provide a suitable introduction to the game. How many companies can you name that include a lesson with the #4 ranked player in the world as a fringe benefit?
As we go to press Sudsy Monchik has reached the Number 1 ranking in the IRT. The tournament that lays the background for this coup de tat will be covered in our next issue. Congratulations should go to Monchik who has boldly ripped through the tour with a vengeance.

That doesn't take anything away from Cliff Swain who has owned the number one ranking for some time and has managed to dominate the toughest field of pro competitors we've ever seen. He'll be back.

That also doesn't take anything away from Mike Ray, Mr. Consistency, who's been the spoiler all season and one of the few pros who seems to have Swain's number with any regularity. His wins over Swain have allowed Monchik to gain ground in the rankings. He's not done yet.

And, that doesn't take anything away from Andy Roberts who has hovered around the #2 spot for much of the season. Roberts is one of the strongest, most disciplined competitors on the tour. He's not done yet, either.

You get a chance to hear from Andy Roberts in this issue. Never afraid to shoot from the hip, Roberts' insights into the tour and the game are always honest, regardless of the controversy.

You'll find a couple of interviews in this issue. We thought the best way to convey what is going on with the US Open was to get input from the influential, the powerful, and sometimes the controversial, personalities that are behind the scenes of the biggest event in recent racquetball history. So you will find more interviews in issues to come with Ray Schultz, CEO of Promus Hotels (the major sponsor of the event); Randy Stafford, designer and builder of the unique portable court facility that will be used; Doug Ganim, the force behind the U.S. Open; and other visionaries in the racquetball world.

The second interview you'll find in this issue is with American Amateur Racquetball Association Executive Director Luke St. Ongé. As he describes, we are witnessing an unprecedented new spirit of cooperation within the racquetball industry, the very spirit which allowed a monumental undertaking as complex as the US Open to ever come about.

As the guiding force of the AARA, St. Ongé has the inside view of what is ahead for amateur racquetball in this country. We've gotten him to address some current issues, and answer the questions that have been on everyone's mind.

---SQ
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Letters

Hey, guys, get it right!

I have been an avid tournament playing racquetball player for the past ten years. As such, I am very interested in seeing our sport grow. Usually, KILLSHOT does a fine job of showcasing racquetball, but I was very disappointed with the issue (Winter 1996) that I just received. There were numerous errors that, to me, seem very amateurish and could and should have been seen and corrected by your editors.

Page 1 & 2 The person pictured is not Lorraine Galloway, it's Anita Maldonado.

Page 22 In the WRT standings, Lorraine (#11) is misspelled.

Page 22 In the WRT standings, Randi's (#15) last name is Friedman.

Page 27 The person in the picture is Doreen, not Darlene.

Page 27 In the caption for the picture, Merritt is misspelled.

Page 44 Last paragraph - I think you mean Rocky Carson, not Arson.

Page 44 Last paragraph - His name is Ryan Staten, not Stanton.

Don't get me wrong - I am thrilled that KILLSHOT exists for all of us racquetballheads. I just think that in order for the sport to be taken seriously on a Large (Olympic?) scale, a magazine such as yours needs to be as professionally done as possible.

S. Farber
New York, New York

Ever had one of those days when you skip nearly every ball you try to shoot? Our sincere apologies to the players involved in the errors...and our thanks to Mr. Farber for the support and the feedback.

Where's Cliff?

I have been reading your magazine for more than a year now and I just do not understand your choice not to cover the real story of racquetball, Cliff Swain. This guy has just dominated the sport for the last 5 years. However, he certainly hasn’t dominated the coverage in your magazine.

Time and again I've read articles in KILLSHOT and have been disappointed because if Swain wins it is just treated as Ho-Hum News. Your staff seems to be much more interested in the players who don’t win but might win. In fact, you have anointed Sudsy Monchick as the new king of racquetball even though the last time I checked there was still only one true king and that is Cliff Swain, hands down, without question.

If you gave Swain space in your magazine in direct proportion to his accomplishments, readers might get tired of this saturation and nobody else on the tour would get adequate coverage. On the other hand, by not giving Swain the coverage he deserves your staff is leaving many readers like myself frustrated by not giving us the story on racquetball's "ONLY" superstar. Racquetball has a superstar in Swain and failing to promote this great player will hurt the growth of the sport.

After his latest conquest in Las Vegas, it appears that Swain will once again be the Champion. Now in your next issue please don’t disappoint your readers and not give the champ his due. How about an interview with Swain on what he did this past year and not articles about what other players might have done but for Swain.

T. Norton
South Boston, Massachusetts

Anybody see this article?

In the not too distant past, I thought I recalled reading an article on racquetball relating to other sports activities. In other words, racquetball and golf being somewhat complementary, but racquetball and tennis being just the opposite.

Do you have any clues where this has been published -- possibly in KILLSHOT Magazine?

Many thanks for your assistance.

J. Taylor
Miles City, Montana

Sorry but we aren’t familiar with the article in question. The only comparison story we’ve done was a study of the numbers of players involved in different racquet sports. That ran in the Summer ’95 issue. Good luck in your search.
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In addition to running a successful commercial real estate business, Tim Armstrong works to teach and promote racquetball in the Overland Park area of Kansas. Over years of teaching at all levels of the sport, he developed a list of the key concepts that he found himself covering again and again on the court with different students. When we saw his list, it stood out as one of the most useful tools we had seen. Useable, practical, and to-the-point, each concept on this list offers a significant knowledge for beginners, as well as a terrific refresher for more experienced players. With some license from Tim to shuffle the order and occasionally phrase things our way, here are the concepts that have made him such a success as a teacher, and may just take your game to the next level.

1. Warm up thoroughly. Stretch and repeat all of your shots until you are consistent. Be at 100% execution from the first serve of the match.

2. Sauna, whirlpool, or hot showers may help with your warm-up.

3. Vary your serve speeds. Maintain an arsenal that includes a full spectrum of drives, lobs and everything in between.

4. Never telegraph your drive serves. Hit to both sides from the same position, changing only the position of your racquet.

5. Use a lob serve to your advantage. Forcing your opponent to return a serve with a shot hit above his waist increases the likelihood of a weak return and works to your advantage.

6. Make your serves kick off the side wall at no less than 38 feet to make things as awkward as possible for the receiver.

7. Keep your receiver from stepping in to cut off your serves by properly timing your Z's and by nicking the side wall in deep court on lobs.

8. Practice using IRT rules (one serve) will improve your first serve.

9. The best footwork on a serve is a two step motion. That is, for the right handed player, begin with feet lined up along the back of the service box, right foot in front. Take a small step with the back (left) foot, then flow into your service motion with a bigger step with your front (right) foot. Reverse for the southpaw.

10. When you've hit a serve, immediately move close to the five foot line. Use your peripheral vision to watch your receiver's racquet and stay crouched with your racquet up and ready.

11. Stay low. You are much stronger from a crouched position. Stay low like a sumo wrestler throughout every rally.

12. Keep your feet on the floor. Move using slide steps that keep the balls of your feet on or just off the floor.

13. Keep your feet moving. Even though you want your feet close to the ground, don't get caught flat-footed. Tap dance or do whatever you have to keep your feet moving throughout the rally.

14. Breathe easy. Take twice as long to inhale as to exhale. Breathe in through your nose, out through your mouth.

15. Focus. Let go of negative thoughts, dwell on the positive and make it happen, even after you've just messed up.
Work from center court. Prime position is in the center at about the five foot line. Always get back there and shoot from there as much as possible.

Pay attention to your opponent. Watch his racquet instead of staring at the front wall.

Give your opponent enough room to shoot, no more. If he is behind you, give him a clear down-the-line, and a clear cross. Don’t take yourself out of the point by clearing too much, or hinder or risk injury by not giving enough room.

When you cut off a ball, either on a lob serve return or well into a rally, in most cases you can hit a better shot if you let the ball bounce immediately before you make contact.

Win the point as soon as possible. Hit the winner on the serve or the third shot, or on the return if your opponent is serving. Force your opponent out of position and shoot to where he isn’t. Don’t rally when you don’t have to.

Exploit your opponent’s weaknesses. Find his trouble spots right from the warm-up and keep the pressure on by hitting to them. Check out his backhand, it is often a good place to start.

Hit the pass when your opponent is in front court.

Hit the pinch when your opponent is behind you and close to the back wall.

Shoot to the corners. Hitting the ball to deep court within a foot of the side wall at only a foot or so high is almost always a safe offensive choice.

Never offer up a plum on a return from a tight wall shot. If the ball is too close to either wall to properly shoot it, go to the ceiling.

Hit every shot flat. Keep your racquet face perfectly straight and ninety degrees to the floor as you shoot.

Use your legs and body to generate power. Pay attention to your transfer of weight and your leg work as you hit the ball especially from a setup.

Maintain a proper grip. Keep it like a handshake with your wrist on top much like tennis. If you do alter it a bit from forehand to backhand shots, do it properly.

Play from the top half of your racquet, it assists with both power and accuracy.

Handle the back wall as necessary. If the shot you are returning is going to be a tight get off the back wall, you can tap the wall with your racquet to help gauge your distance, or push off the back wall for extra power.

Recover from your follow through. Suck your racquet back into your body. Begin bringing it up and ready as you stay crouched to move into position for your next shot.

Learn from your losses. In racquetball, there will be days when you lose to someone you should or usually do beat.

If you get a little creative with weight training, you can make your movements similar to those on the court.

Stretch your brains out! Research is indicating that stretching is extremely important since you are stronger without your tight muscles pulling against one another.

High quality cafeteria chains such as Luby’s or Picadilly are great sources of high energy foods at a good price while on the run.

For obnoxious opponents, I find the most effective technique is a hair grab and pull to the knee.
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Recently we have all been hearing a great deal about the use of steroids by athletes. Anabolic steroids are widely available on the black market, at body building gyms, fitness centers, and mail order houses, and, often, from health care professionals. These are very powerful drugs with many actions on the body. Abusers commonly take doses 100, or even 1,000 times larger than those prescribed for medical conditions. There are many serious side effects of these drugs.

Athletes claim improved athletic performance with the use of anabolic steroids, however medical studies reveal conflicting results. Anabolic steroids can increase significantly the strength of athletes who are consistently and aggressively weight-training and who continue aggressive weight-training while maintaining a high protein, high calorie diet. However, in athletes who do not satisfy these criteria, athletic performance is not consistently improved. The adverse effects of anabolic steroids definitely counterbalance any benefits, even for those aggressively training individuals. Also the steroids themselves may not directly build muscles. There is evidence that the euphoria and diminished fatigue associated with steroid use results in increased duration and intensity of training. This would ultimately lead to an increase in muscle mass. Despite this increase in muscle mass, there is evidence that the muscles themselves are not as healthy as you would expect.

The most serious adverse effects of anabolic steroids are liver abnormalities. These drugs have been associated with hepatitis, which is an inflammation of the liver cells resulting in decreased function. Liver

Miscellaneous adverse effects include water retention, closure of growth plates in the bones resulting in diminished bone growth, irritability, anxiety, headaches dizziness, nausea, rash, appetite changes, increased urine output, and accelerated male pattern baldness.
tumors and elevated liver enzyme tests have also been seen. These can be permanent effects with disastrous consequences.

The most dangerous aspect of this problem is that the damage occurs without causing symptoms until damage has progressed significantly.

Steroids are involved in the metabolism of the sexual hormones. Effects upon the glandular system of the body include alterations in plasma testosterone (the male hormone) and in the production of sperm by the testicles. In one study, plasma testosterone concentrations dropped almost 50% when steroids were taken. Gonadotropins are hormones secreted by the pituitary gland in the brain and control the production of sexual hormones. Steroids cause a decrease in these gonadotropins. These drugs therefore work not only on the sexual organs themselves, but also have an adverse effect on the pituitary gland. Well documented reductions in fertility occur in individuals taking steroids.

Steroids can also affect your blood cholesterol. A preliminary study of weight-trained athletes reported a lower HDL cholesterol (the good kind of cholesterol) in current and previous steroid users. Steroids can also elevate blood pressure and cause an increase in the serum triglycerides or fats.

Behavioral changes have also been seen in steroid users. One common effect is increased aggressive behavior. There is a state of euphoria and diminished fatigue while taking these drugs and they also result in changes in the electrical pattern of the electroencephalogram, which measures brain wave motion. Changes in sex drive and mood swings have also been reported.

Adverse effects which specifically concern women are a lower voice, increased facial hair, changes in sex drive, decreased breast size, changes in or absence of menstrual function, increased aggressiveness, acne, increased body hair, loss of scalp hair, and increased appetite.

Miscellaneous adverse effects include testicle atrophy, prediabetic conditions, decreased sperm production, water retention, closure of growth plates in the bones resulting in diminished bone growth, irritability, anxiety, headaches dizziness, nausea, rash, appetite changes, and increased urine output. Accelerated male pattern baldness can occur and men have noticed enlarged breasts while on these drugs.

There is also evidence that steroids increase the occurrence of early heart disease by elevating cholesterol and lowering the protective HDL fraction of cholesterol. Bleeding gums, stretch marks, palpitations, joint stiffness, protein in the urine, increased perspiration, blurred vision and nose bleeds are also more commonly seen in steroid users and abusers.

Steroids are a problem. With this widespread problem, we need to change our focus. During athletic training, our focus must be on athletic ability and good health. We should depend more on inherent genetic abilities, standard training techniques and the application of proven principles of good health than on the use of anabolic steroids.
Norm Blum's
Passing Shots

Hey Sudsy
They are shouting his name in the streets of Staten Island. The Staten Island Advance is preparing a big spread on their hometown sensation. Sudsy Monchik shocked the racquetball world when he finished the 1995-96 season No. 1 in what really was his first full-time season of playing the professional circuit. When Mike Ray defeated Cliff Swain for the fourth time in seven meetings this season in San Jose just before KILLSHOT press time, it gave Sudsy the opportunity to capture the No. 1 ranking. Monchik edged Ray in four games to end (or interrupt) the Cliff Swain reign. Fellow New Yorker Ruben Gonzalez, who played with Sudsy when he was a mere seven years old and throughout his career, hugged Sudsy for 10 minutes as though he himself had won another national championship. In reality he was a big part of it by having sensed potential greatness and working with him during his formative years. If Swain had advanced past Ray, the final against Monchik would have been insignificant in terms of ranking. Swain, who many rank ahead of Mike Yellen and Marty Hogan as the best of all-time, is still under 30 and will be a factor for the next few years.

But Sudsy, a mere 21, didn’t savor his victory too long. “I always dreamed, ever since I was a kid, of being the number one racquetball player in the world. I thought when I was ranked 10, then 8, 7, and 6, how badly I wanted it. But now that I have it, I want to stay number one a thousand more times than I wanted it. It’s mine and I don’t want anyone taking it.”

Monchik didn’t have a time table of being No. 1 and had confidence in his ability from day one in the pros. In 1994, after losing in the quarter finals of the AARA Nationals in Houston, he stunned the pro community by capturing the professional Nationals in Portland. Most labeled it a fluke, but when he played in a handful of tournaments in 1995 and won, he more than earned their respect.

“He hits the heck out of the ball,” says Ray. “He does everything right. He’s exciting and marketable. I was getting tired of hearing about how Cliff dominated. While he did real well, he never dominated me, so that irked me a bit. Sudsy started out real well in the pros from the get go.”

Monchik said his sponsor, Head, was pleased. “They are the best company in the world. They have the number one and number two players in the world. Cliff is my toughest opponent. His desire and ability are similar to mine.”

Top Five
Mike Ray’s career has spanned three decades, having started as an amateur in the late seventies. He lists his five toughest opponents as: 1. Cliff Swain; 2. Mike Yellen; 3. Andy Roberts; 4. Ruben Gonzalez; 5. Ed Andrews.

Marty Hogan, who would be on most pro’s lists didn’t make Ray’s. “Marty did most of his legendary play before I started playing him. He was winning tournaments when I was 14,” says the 33-year-old Ray.

Potpourri
The reason it’s so hard to put the true number of racquetball players into perspective is because of the veracity of those who fill out surveys. If you play once a month or three times a year should that be counted as a player?...Can you believe Ruben Gonzalez is looking for a sponsor? After his career-threatening basketball injury, his contract ended and wasn’t renewed. No one thought the 40+ veteran would return but guess what -- he’s back... Correct me if I’m wrong, but there still hasn’t been an AARA National Open singles champion finish the season No. 1 in the pros. Monchik was a national AARA junior champion in several age groups but never got farther than the quarter finals in the amateurs. Andy Roberts, a former AARA champ, held the No. 1 ranking for a few tournaments and has finished the pro rankings second a few times. Cliff Swain was a USRA national champ in the years the AARA was just getting started. However, no one can argue that the AARA hasn’t been a feeder for the pros. Just take one look at the results of the 1989 Junior Nationals. Sudsy won the 14 & under, defeating his neighborhood rival Jason Mannino (#7 this year). John Bills (#5) captured the 16’s and Mike Guidry (#6) was the 18 & under champ... I can understand why the AARA Nationals has a high entry fee of $75.00. Heck, there’s hospitality for a week plus a banquet and the expenses of putting on such a tournament are high. Besides, there are more people who would like to play in it than there are available slots. It’s supply and demand so perhaps the fees should go even higher. Most local tournaments don’t have that luxury. Therefore, charging $35-$40 for one division is absurd. I’m sorry but playing in racquetball tournaments simply shouldn’t cost more than tickets to Disney World. If a club charges $40 a month to be a member, a $10-$15 tournament entry should be sufficient to make a tournament cost-effective. One-day tournaments are less expensive and don’t take up an entire weekend. A club that does this a few times a year better maintains intensity among its racquetball players. Retaining members is what it should be about. The new Racquetball Industry Association programming support package offers some great ideas along these lines... Tennis is coming up with longer racquets that help players serve even faster? I wonder if the Fox Network will have to utilize a blue laser light for telecasts like they use on hockey.
EZ-UP Inversion Rack &
SL Spyder Gravity Boots

Heavy Duty F5000 III
Inversion Table

Great for all ages. Used by doctors,
chiropractors, physical therapists,
massege therapists, sports
trainers, and professional athletes.

- Reduces back pain and spasms
- Relieves spinal compression and rotational
  fatigue
- Increases flexibility
- Improves circulation
- Balance and orientation training
- Reduces stress, rejuvenates and relaxes
- Accelerates cleansing of blood & lymph fluids
- Reduces pain in overworked muscles
- Reduces effects of aging caused by gravity

Ask for Hang Ups Inversion Products at
your sporting goods or fitness equipment
retailer. Call for the dealer nearest you.
1-800-847-0143

Always consult your physician before trying inversion or
beginning any other new form of exercise.
Monchik & Swain dance to victories as the tour heats up to a Disco Inferno

Stayin' Alive

Steve Lerner

Spring 1996
Cold winds ripped through Atlanta during the southern leg of the VCI Challenge Series. While the industry meetings that followed the event in conjunction with the NSGA Supershows also in Atlanta were momentous in terms of racquetball history, a group of determined IRT pros carved out their own piece of history on the court. On the famous Falcon’s Complex three-wall glass court, the best of the IRT served up some spectacular play with all the southern hospitality they could muster.

The much-heralded return of Ruben Gonzalez after one year off the IRT following a ruptured Achilles’ Tendon proved that the tenacious veteran may indeed be the most amazing story in sports. Mid forties and well past typical retirement age for the tour and for pro athletes in general (Is this guy for real?) Gonzalez seemed to have given up nothing during the absence. While everyone’s favorite dive-master came out smokin’ to capture his first game back, the power of Louis Vogel was just too much.

The upset of the tournament and possibly of the season was delivered to then #5 ranked John Ellis by qualifier Brian Simpson of Indianapolis. Big Tony Jelso was able to stop Simpson’s attack in the next round, but only after the impressive Hoosier managed to take a game from him as well.

Mike Ray jumped on the upset train as well by eliminating the king-of-the-courts Cliff Swain later in the semis. Not only should Ray never be underestimated, he seems to mentally prepare for Swain better than anyone in the game.

Sudsy Monchik played Andy Roberts in the semis with all the poise of a seasoned veteran. With an arsenal that includes some of the most powerful weapons in the game, he commanded Ray in the final to capture his third event title of the season and those valuable VCI Cup points.

Injuries have helped shape the season for the IRT with top players Gonzalez and Tim Doyle sidelined much of the time New Orleans’ Drew Kachtik found himself on the list as well with damage to his shoulder which forced him out of the draw in Pittsburgh.

It looked like Gonzalez was in true pre-injury form, taking Mannino to the tiebreaker ’til Mannino staged an unbelievable comeback at 10-3 to take the game and the match. Jelso sat Ellis down early in.

Swain and Kachtik battle it out in the quarters at the Atlanta Falcons Sports Complex, for the VCI event in Atlanta.

Sudsy Monchik
11-3, 11-5, 11-6

Mike Ray

Swain d. Kachtik
11-3, 11-3, 11-6
Ray d. Jelso
11-4, 11-4, 11-7
Monchik d. Mannino
11-2, 11-7, 11-5
Roberts d. Guidry
11-7, 11-6, 5-11, 11-7

Semi-
Ray d. Swain
5-11, 11-9, 9-11, 11-4, 11-8
Monchik d. Roberts
8-11, 11-3, 11-7, 12-10

Quarters-

Swain d. Rankin
11-6, 11-5, 11-5
Kachtik d. Vogel
11-4, 11-7, 8-11, 11-13, 11-6
Jelso d. Simpson
12-10, 11-7, 15-13, 11-3
Ray d. Clouse
6-11, 11-8, 11-9, 11-6
Monchik d. Engel
11-8, 11-6, 11-5
Mannino d. Doyle
5-11, 11-5, 12-10, 11-3
Guidry d. Reiff
11-0, 9-11, 11-2, 7-11, 11-6
Roberts d. Fowler
7-11, 11-7, 8-11, 11-9, 11-8

Sixteen-

Atlanta Falcons Sports Complex
VCI Challenge Cup Series #3

The best player on the planet following his victory in the Foxwoods National Championships and took the next two games 11-7 then 11-3. Swain continued to play near flawless racquetball, even dispensing Ray, the only pro who seems to give him trouble on a regular basis.
Monchik and Roberts provided a slugfest that was almost as hot as Steeltown's mills but Roberts came out on top in four. Handy Andy then had to face Swain. The two titans have been seeing their meetings all season long and Roberts took the first game. Swain, as difficult to defeat as Robert Parker's other Bostonian tough guy, Spenser, took control of the match and retired Roberts. You don't need to hire a private eye to figure out Swain deserves to be where he is in terms of ranking.

Phoenix Fitness Planet Phoenix Open

Upsets became the rule as the IRT headed west to Phoenix. First Jeff Bell eliminated the hard hitting Louis Vogel in the first round. Next Woody Clouse caught fire in the sixteens to knock out Ray in a tough five-gamer. But the biggest upsets belonged to two of the fastest guns on the tour: Mannino and Guidry.

Guidry has defeated some of the biggest names in the sport, only to fall just short of capturing his first event victory. In Phoenix, he managed to hustle and dive his way back from two games down to grab the win and a berth in the semis.

Mannino, who has fine tuned his go-for-broke style over the course of the season into a top eight pro game, captured his biggest win to date. After staying neck and neck with the #2 seed Roberts, he squeezed hard to put away the fifth game for the upset.

When the smoke had cleared in the semis, Ellis and Monchik were positioned for a rematch of the Chicago final from earlier in the season. Monchik is a man on a mission and had no
intention of allowing Ellis the kind of success he enjoyed in winning the Chicago event. Even though Ellis has gained tremendous ground this season as a pro, he only managed to take the first game from Monchik. Adding consistency to an already awesome arsenal of weapons, Monchik proved himself just as deadly to the hottest young guns as he is to seasoned veterans and posted yet another event victory in Phoenix.

San Francisco
Shoebier's Athletic Club
VCI World Doubles Championship

Most club level "C" players quickly come to the understanding that the skills and strategies for winning doubles are vastly different from those for successful singles. At the pro level, it takes players with no glaring weaknesses, players whose best weapons compliment one another, and a cohesiveness between the two. It is that third attribute, the synergy to maximize players inherent abilities, that typically makes all the difference among the elite. players of the IRT and the prestigious VCI Champions.

After eliminating them in the first round, Robinson and O’Neil took two games from #1 seeds Roberts and Guidry. An unlikely pair, Swain and Jelso, played on one another’s talents to storm into the semis.

That all important cohesiveness made formidable teams of Mannino and Clouse and Ellis and Karp. Two teams of awesome individuals, these were truly combinations that became even greater than the sums of their amazing components.

Even so, Ellis and Karp seized immediate control in the final. In one of those matches where a team can do no wrong, they hit winner after winner to stun Mannino and Clouse. In an awesome display of athletics and acrobatics, they established themselves as the best in the world and new VCI Champions.

IF IT WAS ANY FASTER IT'D HAVE A MANDATORY AIR BAG.

The new Pro Penn Racquetball was built for speed, not safety. This is good news considering the best way to win at racquetball is by playing totally out of control.
One of the Flyin' Elvises? No, Danny Fowler reaching for a shot against Cliff Swain. He eliminated Mike Ray, put Mike Guidry out of commission (center right) including a doughnut in the first game but couldn’t hold out against Swain.

Sudsy Monchik and John Ellis both play with such speed it’s like watching a controlled blur. Monchik took Ellis out at Las Vegas, then went head to head (or Head to Ektelon) with Andy Roberts (center left).
The story in Las Vegas was all Swain. Coming into the quarters, he had given up only 33 total points in three complete rounds of play. While much has been written about Swain's dominance during the past few seasons, in truth, he has never played better than he did at the nationals. He got the impossible, ripped the serves, and nailed the winners. While this season has seen the most improvement in more top players than any season in history; make no mistake, the man at the top is holding ground with a vengeance. Swain set a new record for the longest run (six rounds) without a single game loss, and the most doughnuts delivered (five) for a single event.

Monchik frustrated Roberts with a defeat in the semis in one of the most intense and physical matches of the season. While the veteran Roberts has managed to bank on unbelievable consistency to hold the number two spot most of the season, Monchik seems to be more and more confident in his semifinal meetings with the king.

Still a three-man race with one ranking event left in the pro season, Monchik and Roberts are working furiously to mount one last offensive on the season title. Players like Ellis and Ray as spoilers add some spice to the mix as well. From this point, the question is: "Has Swain, the best player on the planet today, hit a zone that makes him untouchable for the rest of the season, or did he peak in Vegas leaving one opportunity to be dethroned?"

Las Vegas
Las Vegas Sporting House
Foxwood's Resort & Casino
IRT Pro Nationals

One glaring difference between the Foxwoods Resort and Casino's Pro Nationals and any other IRT event is the massive size of the field of players. The Las Vegas Sporting House entertained a huge qualifying segment to play into a first round of sixty four. The venue, the grandeur of the event, the national championship title, or the biggest purse of the season at thirty K may have all contributed.

Few upsets visited the early rounds, save #51 Paraiso over #19 Ceresia in a tough five gamer in the thirty-twentos. In the following round, #42 Michael Bronfeld took out Kachtik.

Baltimore's Dan Fowler, coming in at #13 eliminated Ray in the sixteens, then crushed Guidry in the quarters. His brilliant showing at the nationals caps off a great season and a sort of breakthrough into the next level for Fowler.
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Stayin Alive

HIT IT HARD AND DUCK FAST.

If you like to play fast, we'd like to introduce you to the Penn Racquetball. Just be thankful you don't have to return your own serve.

The Official Ball of the AARA & WPRA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IRT</th>
<th>WIRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Cliff Swain (1) Braintree, Massachusetts</td>
<td>2. Cheryl Gudinas (2) Lisle, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Andy Roberts (2) Memphis, Tennessee</td>
<td>3. Amy Kilbane (3) Rocky River, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Mike Ray (4) Hilton Head, South Carolina</td>
<td>4T. Marcy Lynch (9) Horsham, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. John Ellis (7) Seal Beach, California</td>
<td>4T. Anita Maldonado (5) New York, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Jason Mannino (11) San Diego, California</td>
<td>7. Molly O'Brien (10) Severna Park, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Dan Fowler (15T) Rockville, Maryland</td>
<td>10. Lynne Coburn (7) Baltimore, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Louis Vogel (9) Albuquerque, New Mexico</td>
<td>11. Chris Evon (4) San Diego, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Woody Clouse (14) Truckee, California</td>
<td>15. Michelle Wiraghi (13) Laurel, Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Derek Robinson Indianapolis, Indiana</td>
<td>16. Laura Fenton (14) Lincoln, Nebraska</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HEAD Anatom Bonus Pool. The official clothing and footwear of the IRT offers the largest bonus pool in racquetball history to the 32 pros wearing HEAD Anatom clothing and footwear.

1. Sudsy Monchik
2. Cliff Swain
3. Mike Ray
4. Jason Mannino
5. Louis Vogel
6. Adam Karp
7T Woody Clouse
7T Brian Rankin

PENN glove bonus pool: Includes all IRT stops and all those players wearing the PENN glove, official glove of the IRT.

1. Mike Ray
2. Jason Mannino
3. Louis Vogel
4. Mike Engel
5. Brian Rankin
6. Ruben Gonzalez
7T Darrin Schenck
7T Josh Messina

Tacki-Mac bonus pool includes finishes from all IRT events for those players using tacki-mac, the official grip of the IRT.

1. Mike Ray
2. Jason Mannino
3. Louis Vogel
4. Adam Karp
5. Mike Engel
6. Brian Rankin
7. Woody Clouse
8. Darrin Schenck

---

**VCI Challenge Cup Series**

1. Cliff Swain
2. Sudsy Monchik
3. Andy Roberts
4. Mike Ray
5. John Ellis
6. Mike Guidry
7T Drew Kachtik
7T. Tony Jelso
7T. Jason Mannino

---
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A Tale of Two Cities

Gould storms Syracuse and Las Vegas as she Continues her Reign of Terror on the WIRT

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. For Michelle Gould, reigning queen of the Women’s International Racquetball Tour it was the best. She captured two more cities to go along with her already impressive win list. For the remaining field it was the worst. Still no female player on the planet can play the same racquetball she plays. What’s more, she never loses her head, and gives the others a “Dickens” of a time trying to catch her. Literary allusions aside, the women’s tour begins to draw to a close its first season as the WIRT with serious action in Syracuse and Las Vegas.

Syracuse
Track & Racquet Club
Spalding Pro-Am

Syracuse saw an early upset as Jackie Gibson eliminated number two seed Cheryl Gudinas in the opening round. With Gibson having played an abbreviated season, her ranking does not correspond with her tremendous ability. That being the case, she may be the most devastating early round draw on the tour. Baltimore’s Lynn Coburn became her victim in the following round.

In the top of the draw, Ohio’s Amy Kilbane asserted herself as a contender with a good win over veteran Marcy Lynch to face Gould in the semi. Still, Gould was unstoppable.

In the final, Gibson, Gould’s former doubles partner, managed to grab the first game, but still could mount no offensive enough to weaken Gould’s grip on the tour.

Las Vegas
Las Vegas Sporting House
Foxwoods WIRT Pro Nationals

The Foxwoods WIRT nationals was a tournament of absolute blow outs. In the first combined national championships with Jackie Gibson and Amy Kilbane battle in Foxwoods WIRT Nationals at the Las Vegas Sporting House.
the IRT, the many spectators saw their first
taste of elite women's racquetball in the
form of some ruthless thrashings. In fact,
only two matches in the entire tournament
went more than three games. While most
matches were brief, they all were intense.
California's Dina Moreland stormed
directly to the semis, coming in with a #12
seeding. Fellow Californian Debbie
Tisinger made a run to the quarters from a
#23 position. Could be a hint of things to
come for these West Coast blasters.

Gudinas found revenge for the beating
she had taken in Syracuse at the hands of
Gibson, with a semifinal blow out. Good
potential in both these pros, Gibson and
Gudinas both have the goods to unseat
Gould if they can build them to their poten-
tial and overcome the substantial mental
edge that Gould has over the rest of the
world.

In short, Gould won the nationals with
ease with no serious threats. Still no matter
how good she might be, somehow, some-
where there is a female version of a Sudsy
Monchik or a Jason Mannino who will con-
vince herself that she is as good, then

become just that. Then, and only then,
when a challenger (rookie or veteran) who
has the talent truly believes she is better
and launches an all out attack will we see
just what the mighty Gould is made of.
Michelle Wiragh and Dina Moreland. Moreland outlasted Wiragh but couldn’t hold out against Gould in the semis.

Jackie Gibson put Amy Kilbane away in three straight games in Las Vegas.

Playing the tour again after a leave of absence, Chris Evon serves against Michelle Gould.
Las Vegas Sporting House:
A piece of history just a block off
the Vegas Strip

You would think that the beautiful
Las Vegas Sporting House could be a mod­
er racquet and health facility anywhere in
the world...that is until you start reading
the membership list. Some of the world’s
biggest names in entertainment politics and
sports have called the Sporting House
home for several decades. Owner Norm
Jenkins explained why, “This place has a
true ‘club’ atmosphere. The famous and
the not-so-famous all coexist here, just like
one big family.” Jerry Lewis, Dick Smo­
thers, Maxx Baer, Marty Allen, and Sigfreid
(of Sigfreid and Roy) are just a few of the
daily users. According to Jenkins, “It’s a
perfect mix. Everyone is treated like a
V.I.P by the staff, and every member treats
each other just like the guy next door. You
could never duplicate this atmosphere.”

That is just what got Jenkins involved
in the first place. After several owners
couldn’t make a go of the club business,
Jenkins, already a successful entrepreneur,
bought the club and found the formulas to
make it sound. “It had to be saved, it’s a
one of a kind!” A fitting home to the
nationals, it is indeed just that.

BIGGER
BRUISES,
FASTER
BRUISES.

Michelle Gould and Cheryl
Gudinas in the final at the
Foxwoods WIRT Pro Nation­
als in Las Vegas. Gould was
relentless in her attack on the
women’s tour. She didn’t lose
a game in Las Vegas and no
one could score more than
seven points against her as
she rolled to victory.

Just another benefit of playing our faster, tougher new
racquetball: better black and blue trophies. Why, they look
almost as pretty as the gold and silver ones.

Created for and with the help of the professional players of the International Racquetball Tour (IRT).
What is the best way to eat during a tournament? When I eat right before a match, I feel sluggish and full. When I eat a couple of hours before, I run out of steam during play. What do the pros do?

Much of the problem has to do with blood sugar. When I eat simple carbs that "rev up" my system, there is usually an initial rush, then a crash. The more my blood sugar level rises, the greater the crash. That crash makes me feel weak and hungry during play. I can't play my best with a full stomach and food just "sloshing around" in there, so I have to remember to take in plenty of "slow burning" carbs throughout the day. This way, I can eat as early as four hours before a match or as late as one hour before, and still know that my blood sugar is not going to drastically rise and fall.

What to eat becomes more important than when to eat. Slow burning carbs that provide an even flow of nutritional energy include oatmeal and other whole grains, brown rice, etc. If it is a long and intense match, I may use sports drinks like Gatorade or Powerade to keep me going. Stay away from them too much or too early before a match since they contain simple sugars and will cause that blood sugar rise and fall. Still, studies have shown that they can improve performance when used immediately before or during intense exercise. With enough "slow burners" already in your system, the rise and crash effect from them will be minimal.

What can I do to improve my consistency on the court?

Practice makes perfect if you practice perfectly, and in the end, that is the only path to real consistency. Still, as you practice, you will only build real consistency if you make sure you are doing these things:

Maintain a high level of enthusiasm. Play with a purpose and with passion. Without motivation, you will never be consistent.

Develop an effective pregame that warms you up both physically and mentally. Use the routine to stretch your muscles, step up your heart rate, and bring your mind and body into sync. You need your heart pumping when the match starts since it takes more out of you to get your beats per minute up than to keep them there. Ritual significantly increases confidence and signals your mind and body that you are ready to play. Evolve your warm up as you learn and play more, but start with some kind of consistent routine. Remember a weak pregame is better than none at all.

Place your focus on dominating center court. Instead of worrying about rolling every ball, think about moving to center court and hitting shots that keep you there.

Let your opponent beat himself. Hit to weak areas, or to areas where he is inclined to hit low percentage shots. Capitalize on his mistakes, keep shooting the shots that are working, and avoid letting him back in by mistakes such as skips or left-ups.

Go to the ceiling when you are in trouble. If you are lunging or off balance, you need a shot that has a high margin for error and that buys you time to regain your composure and center court.

Stay in a constant state of preparation by keeping your eyes on the ball and your racquet up. You can only be consistent if you are prepared to unleash a winner with a split second's notice.

I'm having trouble increasing my power even though I'm trying to use the strength in my legs. What else could be the problem?

Several things could be getting in your way. Even though you have strong legs and swing hard, other factors could be stopping you from getting the most power to the ball.

If you are off balance, you cannot transfer power from your swing to the ball. Likewise, being too tense also causes problems.

Poor concentration may cause you to be just out of position enough to make your swing awkward. It may also cause you to mis-hit the ball and lose power.

Make sure that you are setting up an arms length from the contact point with the ball. More or less distance robs you of power.

Your body's proper rotation is vital in transferring power from your legs. Shoulders, hips, and torso all come into play.

Check your racquet face at the point of contact. If your racquet is not flat and perpendicular to the floor, you will not only lose power on the shot, but probably skip or leave the ball up.

Basically, any violation of good mechanical fundamentals will keep the power you generate to a minimum.

Mike Ray
IRT #4

Woody Clouse
IRT #15
Featured Pro:
Louis Vogel

Ranking:
#11

Racquet:
E-Force Weapon

String:
Babolat Titanium Pro 16

Tension:
35 pounds

Average number of racquets strung per tournament:
4

Comments:
Vogel is one of the hardest servers on tour. He hits drive serves at almost everybody - and does it well. His frame, The Weapon, has a wide string pattern. Vogel is a stringer’s dream. He hits the ball very hard, so durable string, grommets in top form, and special care in stringing are important.

Player Profile:
Louis Vogel crushes his serve and hammers balls during the rallies. His liquid smooth form allows him to do this without too much wear and tear on his arm. If Louis does not break strings during a match, he will usually have the racquet redone anyway to prevent strings from losing tension during his blasting shots.
Andy Roberts &
Luke St. Onge
answer
questions about
their careers, the
game, and the
impact of the
United States
Open
Racquetball
Championships.
The state of the game and the outlook for the U.S. Open from one of the consistently top-ranked players of the IRT

Andy Roberts

By Marvin Quertermous
Managing Editor

Q: What do you see happening on the IRT right now?
AR: With the new guys coming up, except Sudsy, there is some unbelievable talent but they are missing some glaring things in their games. Some of these guys have not developed drive serves. If you don't have a drive serve you aren't going to be a top racquetball player — period. The key for Sudsy is to keep learning. He has tremendous athletic ability and tremendous power. If he's able to separate winning from vacationing on the weekend then he'll continue to do well.

Q: So it's a mental thing with him?
AR: He has to develop more of a winning instinct. I think he is having too much fun on the weekend with his friends. Maybe some of that will come as he gets older.

Q: Five years ago in your first interview with KILLSHOT the tour was the MPRA. Hank Marcus had come on board, it seemed like there were many things on the horizon. Where do you see the tour now?
AR: In my opinion the next two years for men's professional racquetball will be the crucial turning point. I think the sport of racquetball has invested so much in the U.S. Open in November. If the U.S. Open is a success then I think pro racquetball is off and running. If that event is not a success, then we will still be where we are now. We have to get pro racquetball out of clubs and into places we can seat 1,500 to 3,000 people. The new portable court is so important to our game.

Q: Do you think Memphis is a good location for the upcoming U.S. Open?
AR: We were looking for a club with enough square footage to host it — and the ability to raise money. This club [The Racquet Club of Memphis] raises over three million dollars for the Kroger-St. Jude Tennis Tournament. Everything that Ganim [Doug Ganim, Director of the U.S. Open] wanted he found in this club.

Q: What does this event mean in terms of visibility for racquetball? What's your gut feeling about the U.S. Open?
AR: I just hope people will support this and look at the event as a place to come every year and get reacquainted with friends and see what is new in the industry, and to watch some amazing pro racquetball. The marketing and structure of this tournament will be very much like the U.S. Open in tennis. Manufacturers will be throwing parties every night. Bands will be playing in the village center. There will be a real festival atmosphere. This is something racquetball players aren't used to seeing.

Q: You mentioned the manufacturers, what do you see as their role?
AR: The manufacturers need to support the players. Our old ideas of the manufacturers taking the game to the next level and putting it on television is just not a reality. We need to go to the Promus Hotel companies of the world. They, alone, will be putting the U.S. Open on television. That's what we need — the manufacturers supporting the players playing the game. We need outside businesses to see the game as a viable business opportunity to make money and move the game forward.

Q: Do you think the timing is right?
AR: We have a game now — with older and younger players — with different personalities — an entertaining game. This is
the first time since I've been playing that we are really ready for television. I don't think there is anything as exciting as racquetball for viewers to watch.

Q: Do you think the general public is ready for racquetball and ready to understand what the game is?
AR: I think so. I think the key is a good play-by-play announcer and a good color commentary person. We need someone to give insight and to be able to sell the game. I don't know who it could be but it is an ingredient we need without question.

Well, I'll tell you.
Ruben is just a freak of nature — period.
That's the only way you can describe him.

Q: In order for the U.S. Open to come about there has been cooperation between the AARA and the IRT, manufacturers and different entities historically opposed on many issues. Do you see this as legitimate cooperation or will it all crumble?
AR: I think they finally figured out that there has to be a synergy there. The game isn't big enough for everyone to do things in his own way. I think we are making history here. There is no way we can do this without each other. The U.S. Open came about with Luke [AARA Executive Director Luke St. Onge] and the AARA board of directors seeing the need to push racquetball and they realized the only way to do that was with the pros. The amateur game won't take racquetball to the next level. No one is going to turn on television to watch amateurs play. The amateurs have to endorse the pros. I think it took guts to come to that way of thinking but this is turning out to be a win-win deal.

Q: So you see that as a new way of thinking?
AR: Yeah, if you would have asked me five years ago if this cooperation was possible I would have laughed. The younger guys on the tour don't really realize how amazing this thing is. It is causing a wind of change in racquetball. In order for us to achieve greatness in sports we have to be one.

Q: Do you see the amateur game and professional game benefiting?
AR: Anything from the U.S. Open will be good. I totally support the idea of all being one in this. We are telling the world, 'Come see our game, you'll have fun!'

Q: Do you see any difference in the sport's equipment manufacturers now and five years ago?
AR: The companies now have big thinkers. They've figured out the old way of doing things won't work.

Q: The U.S. Open is one of the first big events in racquetball history that hasn't been driven by one manufacturer.
AR: Absolutely. That's what will guarantee the success of the tournament. All the companies will be equal and be able to pitch their goods to the racquetball playing public.

Q: How do you think the ESPN racquetball events televised in the recent past have been received?
AR: I think McKinnis [ESPN producer Jerry McKinnis] does a great job; the production is great, the graphics are great, just a great job. I'm not an expert but I'd like to see more coverage of the matches. It's hard to get a feel for the match. I'd like to see more play.

Q: Do you think non-racquetball players would tune in?
AR: Yeah, I do. I think they'd watch it.

Q: Tell me about the players on the tour.
AR: The guys in the top five are all excellent racquetball players, that goes without saying. What some people don't realize is they are also excellent athletes. There is a lot more to this game than good strokes. These guys also have tremendous mind games.

Q: Where do you fit in?
AR: I'm going to attack my opponent's weakness early. I feel anything I can get a racquet on — I'll kill it. No matter how good you are you have to find a weakness in your opponent. I also shoot the ball better than most of the guys, I'm very consistent at killing the ball.

Q: How do you find a weakness in a player like Cliff Swain? What is his weakness?
AR: Backhand high in the chest area. But if you call it a weakness — he'll hit and kill those all day long. It really all comes down to a mental edge on the day you play — who's playing better.

Q: What would be your strength?
AR: My strength is my serve. I can lob or serve with power. I am one of the top five that can play either way — it doesn't make any difference, I'm going to serve, then get a weak return and kill it. That's my style.

Q: What about speed?
AR: I move faster than it appears. I'm big, so naturally I don't seem to be moving as fast as someone 5'2" tall. I also don't dive around the court like some of the other guys do. These guys are going to get mad at me for saying this but these young guys you see flying around the court — diving — I would be interested to see them in ten years. I'd like to see if they are still in the game. At 21 or 22 they are physically able to dive every other rally but there is no way they will last, their bodies just won't take all that diving.

Q: How do you explain someone like Ruben [Gonzalez]?
AR: Well, I'll tell you. Ruben is just a freak of nature — period. That's the only way you can describe him. He's pulled off one of the greatest feats of all time by coming back on tour [following an Achilles tendon injury]. He is the best structural diver in the game. If you watch films even from his early days, his body very rarely hits the ground. He'd catch himself with one hand — almost like a one-armed push-up. He is a technical diver. I didn't think he'd ever play local tournaments again, but look what he's done.

Q: What about your career, what's coming?
AR: I plan to play two more seasons and then reevaluate. I've played so many years. I've got knee problems. I hate to put any more stress on my body. I still enjoy playing. It's a year-to-year thing. I've played excellent racquetball this season. I had a couple of bad tournaments that cost me. Phoenix was a bad outing. If you look overall, though, I had three quarters and the rest was semis, finals, and wins.
The Executive Director of the AARA on cooperation and the U.S. Open Tournament

Luke St. Onge

By Marvin Quertermous
Managing Editor

Q: When did you start playing and become involved with racquetball?
LSO: 1971-72 - in that range. I met a friend who came back from Viet Nam that had played it over there - believe it or not - and we went down and played and got hooked on it at Penn State University, the courts at Penn State.

Q: How did you actually get involved in the politics?
LSO: A friend of mine named Tom Sweeney who got involved just at the very beginning and became the president of the Pennsylvania Racquetball Association. That was 1971-72, the first time the states were really formalized as entities. At that time, it was all under one organization which was the International Racquetball Association. Then it eventually split off in '73 and you had a pro group and an amateur group. The amateur group decided they were going to run the pro end of it. When the pro group saw that was going to happen, they said they were going to run the amateur end of it. So you end up with two organizations then eventually four. But that is how it happened.

Q: How did you come on board with those?
LSO: Within the Pennsylvania State Association, when Tom Sweeney left, I succeeded him as president until about 1978. I actually went on the national board in '77 and became the national director in '78.

Q: ...and the IRA became the AARA?
LSO: That's correct.

Q: You once told me you had been involved in rugby?
LSO: From 1959 through 1971-72 (the last part as a player-coach for Penn State). The type of player that plays racquetball has basically the same approach to life that a rugby player does. That is...an integration of professional life with sport...loves competition...has a very healthy approach...doesn't have an elitist attitude.

Q: What have you seen since the seventies in terms of changes?
LSO: Racquetball started as a fad that caught on like wildfire and resulted in major overbuilding of facilities. There was no infrastructure for support when the fad ran out. The clubs were beginning to switch to "membership only" so it was no longer in their best interest to keep the courts full. Teachers and programmers were of less importance to the bottom line, and became such an expense that they began to disappear. The industry itself did not support the club system. That really hurt us.

Q: So, the initiative now to show profitability and long term benefits is to directly reverse what had gone on before.
LSO: Exactly. We have to address the mind set of many of the club owners who have never known racquetball as a priority.

It's the first true promotion in the sport in the past 16-17 years.

Q: How far have the numbers decreased during the past 16-17 years?
LSO: All of the numbers reported in the early 1980's, were from totally unscientific sources. The true number of total players was probably between 8 and 9 million. The 14 million or more that were reported came from only one survey conducted by the National Racquetball Club which had a vested interest in building courts. No true independent surveys were ever done.
Today, accurate surveys put us in the 7 million range.

Q: So, the current promotion is designed to...
LSO: Essentially, it is a three fold function. First, it will change attitudes within the clubs, that the industry is interested in them, that racquetball is profitable, and that we have the infrastructure to support the programs we are offering. The manufacturer's sponsored players now have a responsibility within the club to use the workbook to show how racquetball can be profitable to their bottom line. Second, it will generate a similar program within the clubs that tennis does. It will build the instructional aspect, getting programs back in the clubs. That is beginning to happen, we have reorganized the Ampro program. The RIA is not actively involved in that other than on a consultant level. And third, it is the US Open.

Q: Spinning through the workbook, it looks like you're handing someone almost a graduate course in marketing racquetball.
LSO: Exactly.

Q: For someone working in a club, is the Ampro aspect open to them?
LSO: Absolutely. Ampro is divided into three sections: coaching, programming, and instruction. It is done through its two heads, Michelle Gould, and Connie Martin. The idea is to make Ampro so strong that it becomes a sort of USPTA for racquetball.

Q: You drew some criticism in an interview with Aaron Katz last year regarding your work with the Olympic Committee. The idea was that some other areas such as support for clubs had been neglected in favor of work toward inclusion in the Olympic Games.
LSO: I would say that that work was directly toward that end. Meeting the criteria for the USOC has made us a much better organized sport. The USOC sets extremely high standards and constantly evaluates its members. Striving and meeting those standards has made us very organized and in a good position now to reach out to clubs. In addition, the USOC has taken an active interest in our work within the sport, helps support our efforts, and even provides funding for our outreach efforts when we have met their criteria. By reaching the current level of being in the Pan Am Games, we benefit greatly from our involvement. All of that enables us to now reach out to the clubs. Everybody knew what had to be done in terms of marketing the sport, we just had to accomplish certain steps to get to where we could do it.

Q: Tell me about the US Open.
LSO: The US Open started out at a Racquet Sports Committee meeting last year, I think you were there, when Marty Hogan and Doug Ganime each emphasized the need for a major event. The sport needs exposure in the form of a major event - a major happening.

Q: The idea of the amateur organization putting together an event that highlights the pros represents some tremendous cooperation between the two groups that probably could not have happened five years ago, or maybe two or three years ago.
LSO: In our society, in order for any sport to be successful, it has to have a pro aspect. A few years ago, we were too busy putting out our own fires to have any time for any involvement with the pros. The tour certainly needed leadership which luckily it got in a big way from Hank Marcus. Hank had the foresight to see that it could be something major down the road. He brought about a cohesion within the tour. We saw the prospect too, but were not the ones to try to make it work. We need the women's group to grow the same way the IRT has. There seems to be a misconception out there that the AARA in general and I in particular are somehow 'anti-pro'. That has never really been the case.

Q: What else is happening here with the US Open?
LSO: Probably one of the most exciting things is that we have a young person that has the vision, the caring, and the willingness to put this thing together for the betterment of the sport, and that's Doug (Ganime). It's a critical juncture for the sport, and I'm glad that we are in a position to support it. It signifies some fresh thinking that I think we need, probably the beginning of change for the better. To a great extent the business in racquetball is still being done like "the good old days" and you get tired of hearing it because the good old days just weren't that good.

Q: How were those days?
LSO: In 1980 at the NSGA show at McCormick Center in Chicago in February, the entire industry tried to get together then as they are succeeding to do now. We spent over an hour just trying to determine who was going to lead the group. We never even got beyond that. Someone made the suggestion that before we all leave the room, we should just close the door and toss in a grenade and start the entire industry over. That's how bad things were. Today the industry has matured and is committed to the long term. This is by far the best of times for the game.

Q: So then you are optimistic?
LSO: Absolutely, more so than at any time since I have been in it. And I think we have gotten rid of a lot of the "nay" sayers. We have people in it for the right reasons now.

In our society, in order for any sport to be successful, it has to have a pro aspect.
Unique tournament motivates young players

Future Champs

By Connie Batchelder

early morning motivation was the 3rd Annual Warriors Junior Racquetball Tournament held on the racquetball court of Merlin and Patti Rowley, fondly referred to as “Rowley’s Court”.

Kids of all ages were invited to compete in the Junior Tournament -- those who just learned the game, kids with no tournament experience, and even some “seasoned” players.

Donald and Karen Key, and Steve Benson joined the Rowleys in providing the day of intense competition, complete with all the standard tournament trimmings, and an emphasis on sportsmanship and fun.

Larry McGuffin (owner of Sunn’s Pizza and Pub and an avid racquetball player himself) provided a feast of pizzas for the young combatants.

After hours of spirited competition, Nicholas Rowley emerged as the big winner. The Linford brothers, Jeff and Jason, captured first and second place, followed by Jeff Standage and Shawn Figueroa.

While kids are exposed to a variety of activities through their schools, tournaments like this one offer an excellent opportunity to expose kids to racquetball and spark their interest in a truly unique and exciting sport. Though this tournament was indeed the first one for many of the participants; hopefully, it was not the last! Many of the kids returned the following morning and after school to work on their strokes, improve their games, and just have fun.

GEMINI racquets are hi tech, professional quality racquets designed for serious players who want an advantage. These racquets are not available in the superstores or mail order houses. They are only available to you from GEMINI, tailor made with factory-direct pricing and the best customer service on the planet. Each frame is individually weighed and balanced to assure that if you use more than one racquet, the play is identical. GEMINI racquets carry a one year frame warranty and a thirty day satisfaction guarantee.

GEMINI Custom Frame Features:
Balance - 2001 (Head Heavy) or 3001 (Head Light)
Weight - 195g, 200g, or 205g
Grip size - 3 5/8, 3 7/8, or 3 5/8 Flare
Grip Type - Cushion Wrap or Python
Stringing - Designer Recommendation, Custom, or Unstrung (includes string)
Let the perfectionists at GEMINI build one for you!
(800) 899-3367 • FAX (804)745-2298 • 3520-C Courthouse Rd. • Richmond VA 23236
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Grip size - 3 5/8, 3 7/8, or 3 5/8 Flare
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Beaverton Wins First Oregon High School Championships

Beaverton High School won the first ever team championship in Oregon at the Sandy’s Camera/Kodak Royal/OJRA Oregon State High School Racquetball Championships early this spring at Courtsports Athletic Club in Eugene. Sprague High School, the Philomath/Seaside combined team, and Dalles High School (placing second, third, and fourth respectively) put up the best fight of the ten teams involved.

Beaverton’s win came in large part from the depth of its girls team. The Beaverton girls captured the first place Girls’ trophy followed by Philomath/Seaside Combined. A very strong Sprague boys’ team captured the Boys’ trophy with ahead of Beaverton’s boys.

In singles action, freshman Shane Vanderson of Tigard High School became the first ever Oregon State High School Boys Racquetball State Champion with a tough come from behind win over junior Dan Darling of the Philomath/Seaside Combined team.

U.S. Junior National Team’s Erin Frost of Henley High School (Klamath Falls) continued her dominance of girls racquetball in Oregon, winning the Oregon State High School Racquetball Girls State Champion title with a win over junior Liana Kerwood of Beaverton High School.

Beaverton High School team, left to right: Tom Veazey, Christine Lewendal, Mike Harger (coach), Liana Kerwood, Rachel Rieders, Kristi Fox, Ryan Collas, Micaela Davis, Tanner Moe.

---

14K Racquetball Jewelry

14K Gold Pendants
- Large Charm $62
- with Gold Ball $79
- with Diamond $119
- Small Charm $49
- with Gold Ball $63
- with Diamond $99

14K Gold Bracelets
- Gold Racquet Bracelet $299
- with Diamonds $600

14K Chains
- Lightweight chains $2.50/inch
- Mediumweight chains $4.50/inch

Call Now!
1-800-762-4653
Fax (904) 737-2659

Regular UPS $3.50, 2nd Day Air $6
Guaranteed Next Day Shipping!
Mail Check and Money Orders to:
FIRST COAST PROMOTIONS
4241 Baymeadows Rd., Suite 18
Jacksonville, FL 32217

---
Professional Stringing
...by the very best in the game!
The only USRSA C.R.T.'s who specialize in racquetball, John and Linda Boudman.

The Racquet Stringer
17 Valley Road
Hummelstown, PA 17036
(717) 534-2748

Racquetball Coffee Mug
There's no problem a great game of racquetball can’t solve!
Stoneware, contemporary 2-color graphic design, sturdy "C" handle. 11 oz. Good quality. Dishwasher & microwave safe. Satisfaction guaranteed. $6.95 + s&h. Visa & MC. Call to order:
216-650-9363

Professional Glass Court Walls
4 Complete with doors, panes, wings, etc.
Will sell together or separately
Wilbur Day
156 Prospect Avenue
Valhalla, New York 10595
(914) 937-8775

America's Most Wanted Racquetball Camps
Newman • Roberts
Gonzalez • Adams
Locations across the U.S.
1-800-Rollout

Give KILLSHOT as a gift and save!
16% off the cover price and $2 off the regular subscription price - just $16.95 for one year!
KILLSHOT Gift Subscriptions
P.O. BOX 8036
PADUCAH KY 42002-8036
Enclose check, money order, or Visa or Mastercard # and exp. date.

Need Help Now?
The Racquetball Hotline
By US National Team Coach Fran Davis
Tips on the Physical, Mental, and Nutritional Aspects of Racquetball
1 - 900 - 772 - 8874 Ext 11
Must be over 18, touch tone phones only. $2.25 per minute, average call $9.

Racquetball Web Site
Information, entries, tickets, and all the racquetball data you could want are now available on the Internet.
Check it out at:
http://emporium.turnpike.net/~cyberguy/uspra.html

Learn To String Racquets
The only complete stringing tutorial, The Stringer's Digest, is now available. You'll receive stringing instructions for over 2000 tennis, racquetball, squash, and badminton frames in a 200+ page manual. Plus you'll receive a monthly stringer's magazine, membership certificate, discounts on strings and supplies and qualified stringing assistance over the phone! All for $63 a year. Contact the USRSA, Dept. KS, PO Box 40, Del Mar CA 92014
619/481-3545 • fax: 619/481-0624

BI RAK IT
Simply the best as a primary sport and cross training method.
Call for information:
(904) 398-5428
or fax (904) 396-8640

BI RAK IT
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#5 January/March ’92. Andy Roberts “Terminator” cover. Malia Bailey interview, photographing racquetball, equipment of the pros, Brian Hawkes Gallery, instruction and tournament coverage. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#6 Sept/Oct ’92. Mike Yellen cover. New format. Tim Sweeney interview, evaluating a string job, Mike Yellen profile, instruction and tournament coverage. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#7 Nov/Dec ’92. Cliff Swain “Chainsaw” cover.

#8 January/February ’93. Ruben Gonzalez cover. Ruben Gonzalez profile, tennis elbow, Gregg Peck’s basics, instruction and tournament coverage. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#9 March/April ’93. Cliff Swain cover. Cliff Swain interview, a look at racquets, eating for performance, instruction and tournament coverage. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#9 March/April ’93. Cliff Swain cover. Cliff Swain interview, a look at racquets, eating for performance, instruction and tournament coverage. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#10 Summer ’93. Marty Hogan/Charlie Brumfield cover. Special instructional issue. Evolution of the racquet, Strandemo, Dynamic Duo, America’s Most Wanted, Heflin on climbing the walls, tournament coverage. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#11 September/October ’93. Andy Roberts VCI cover. Racquet warranties, nutrition, U.S. & Canadian amateur nationals and Junior nationals, rotator cuff injuries, tournament coverage and instruction. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#11 September/October ’93. Andy Roberts VCI cover. Racquet warranties, nutrition, U.S. & Canadian amateur nationals and Junior nationals, rotator cuff injuries, tournament coverage and instruction. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#12 Winter ’93/94. Tim Doyle cover. Tim Doyle profile, target training: gamestyles, attacking your opponent, tearing down the walls, 3rd annual buying guide, tournament coverage and instruction. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#13 Spring ’94. No cover.

#14 Summer ’94. Mark Wentura cover. Common sports problems, industry news, preparing for a weekend tournament, strings and grommets, preparation, Mark Wentura interview, national champions. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#15 Instructional ’94. Cliff Swain cover. Cliff Swain profile, dominating rallies, instant improvement, stringer log, Bi Rak IT, grading the pros. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#16 Fall ’94. Spalding Racquet cover. Overview of racquets, playing better with age, core players of the IRT, control through preparation. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#17 Winter ’95. Heroes cover. Who’s the best, Improving your doubles game, eating and performance, warming up properly, shot selection. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#18 Spring ’95. Aaron Katz cover. Being the best, eye care, the pass and pinch, serving, 10 things that halt progress. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#19 Summer ’95. ESPN TV cover. Racquetball on TV, interview with Jerry McKinnis, lower back pain, instruction, tour coverage, concept training, Racquetball & the rest of the world. Limited number still available. $5.00.

#20 Fall ’95. Penn Ball Cover. Forehand and backhand strokes. Grading the pros. Tour coverage. Survey results. Dictating play, Sprains. Limited number still available. $5.00.
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Scattershooting...

In 1989 I went to my first Junior National (Junior Olympic today) tournament in Indianapolis. While recollecting that experience it occurred to me that the following players stole the show: Mike Guidry won his second consecutive 18 and under title, John Ellis cruised to the 16 and under title and Sudsy Monchik defeated Jason Mannino in the 14 and under on a very crowded back court. As I write, those players are currently ranked #s 5, 6, 3, and 8, respectively on the pro tour and moving up.

However, being a great junior player is not always a tell tale barometer. To the best of my knowledge, the following players never won a junior national title:

Mike Yellen, Andy Roberts, Drew Kachik, and Mike Ray;
Cliff Swain never won the 18 and unders...So all you junior national champs out there, don't start spending your pro prize money yet.

One L May not be all that bad!

When starting law school most would-be barristers are advised to read One L. Scott Turow's book dealing with the agonizing first year at Harvard law. However, Eric Muller apparently didn't pay attention; he won his first singles national or world title by defeating defending champion Shane Wood in the semifinals and Craig Rappaport of Penn University in the finals of Intercollegiate Nationals both by the scores of 11-10 in the tie-breaker.

I would be willing to bet that it was the first time two Ivy Leaguers squared off in the finals of any major racquetball championship. It could be an opportunity to showcase two great role models.

Save the Women and Children

It appears the greatest drop in participation has come with Women and Juniors. Oddly enough I was reading an article the other day that the greatest growth in golf and tennis participation has been with women and more and more manufacturers are gearing their marketing efforts as such... I wonder if there is a connection?

With respect to juniors, although it would be great to develop significant programs, with all the activities out there for youth it probably is not very realistic. Efforts could better be utilized by marketing our sport at the high school and college level. Soccer, baseball, hockey, etc., have too strong an infrastructure to butt heads with.

Trend Tracking

There is a new trend in Texas that presents opportunities for entrepreneurial teaching pros. Since most clubs won't invest enough money for a pro to base out of one club, club pros are taking their show on the road and teaching and running programs at as many as five or six clubs.

Each club's program benefits even though time with the pro is limited. The idea could spell opportunity for some aggressive teacher/programers in other parts of the country.

Watching the Pros

Mike Ray will likely finish in the top 4 this season. Although not quite as remarkable as the longevity of Hogan, Yellen, and Ruben a couple of more years in the top 8 and that will be ten years as a top 8 player for Mr. Overhead.

Jason Mannino is definitely this year's most improved player. Having had a less than auspicious rookie year last season, he has established himself as a consistent quarter finalist. His secret, a never die attitude and a braggadocios style, has actually convinced him (and others) that he is better than he really is. He is a personification of the old Henry Ford saying "whether you believe you can or you believe you can't, you're right."

Cliff Swain's lack of dominance this last 1 1/2 years is more a product of others raising their level of play than his level dropping. When you're the man, they're all gunning for you. Next season may bring the best racquetball ever.
It feels like a German sedan everywhere but in your wallet.

With a new, more powerful 2.0 liter engine, dual air bags, 10 year/100,000 mile limited powertrain warranty, 2 years or 24,000 miles of no-charge scheduled maintenance; and a generously low sticker price, the new Jetta is designed to leave you exhilarated without leaving you broke.

THE NEW JETTA

THE ASSAULT SERIES, TAKING POWER TO THE NEXT STEP

Assault Series racquets have already become legends on the court with their lightweight, ultra stiff frames. In fact, our graphite and graphite/spectra fiber constructed racquets have proven in independent tests to be the stiffest in the industry. It's this shock absorbing, vibration dampening make-up that gives the Assaults their awe-inspiring power.

Spalding's patented Reverse Sunburst string pattern re-defines the traditional "sweet spot." Located at the upper end of our new Assault Series Racquets, The Mean Streak was developed with the input of our tour pros who are always grasping for more power.

The Mean Streak is anything but sweet, in fact, it's downright mean, just ask your opponent when you're helping him off the floor. Combine the Mean Streak with the Assault Series' lightweight, incredibly stiff frames and you've got your hands on some awesome power.

Do you want to be meaner on the court? Then go to your racquetball pro shop or sporting goods store and look for the latest Assault Series racquets. When it comes to making racquets, Spalding doesn't play games.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-225-6601